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   In 2005, the Charles Darwin University (CDU) research panel awarded an infrastructure grant to 
further collaboration among CDU staff and with students who are working in the areas of Information 
and Communication Technology and Capacity Building in remote communities. 

  Previously, the INC (internetworking communities) group of researchers had found that people using 
digital technologies in remote communities were hampered, not so much by a lack of technological 
capabilitiy, but by a lack of robust, reliable systems of internet connectivity. 

  In order to address this, we formed ‘fishnet’ (faculties intertwining with a subtly hidden network), a  
group of technical experts working in various faculties within the university. We identified two projects; 
the saspwis (stand alone solar powered wireless internet system) and the e-gipsi (extra-geographical 
internet provider with solar infrastructure.)

  By making a mobile all weather version of the saspwis (the e-gipsi), we would not only have an object 
that would be able to test various components for their robustness and durability in harsh climatic 
conditions, but also the ability to test them in different locations, and would be of use in promoting the 
functionality we had required at events such as the garma festival.

  After testing different versions of the e-gipsi at Humpty Doo, Batchelor and Gulkula, we set about 
designing the three trial standalone systems for Mäpuru, Gäwa and Gan’purra, using different equipment 
and service providers at each location. 

    Funds were provided for this part of our research by DELL through a collaborative application with 
Marthakal Homeland Resource Centre, NTDEET and Shepherdson College.

  In order to cater for a variety of situations we find throughout the top end, we chose to adapt any 
existing satellite internet systems, or components where possible.  For example, in Mäpuru we designed 
the system around the existing cabling and service provider, at Gan’purru we used the existing dish and 
mountings and at Gäwa we designed an entire system as their previous satellite infrastructure had been 
blown away by cyclone Monica.

  This report gives an overview to the DELL saspwis projects.
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   Gäwa Yirralka is a homeland community on Warramirri land on the northern tip of Elcho Island in 
Arnhem Land. It can only be reached by boat, or by a combination of air travel and four wheel drive 
vehicles. As we had to take the solar panels, satellite dish and mounting poles etc, we had to drive from 
Darwin through Mäpuru to Bularin, where a small barge belonging to Marthakal resource centre came 
across to pick us up.

   At Gäwa we had the opportunity to design a free standing system, and decided to use Australian 
Private Networks (APN)* as the service provider, 3 x 80W bp panels,  2 x 6V 224Ah Concord batteries, a 
Plasmatronics 20 regulator and a d-link 802.11 g wireless router.

     I have had several meetings with people from Australian Private Networks (APN) during July and 
August and, as they were are about to release a 12V modem to use with the IPstar satellite, they were 
enthusiastic about working with us on this project.

     We had enough time to get the owner of this system, Gothadjaka, the installation subsidy before 
our planned install trip in September and everything was looking easy, supported and within budget.

    One of the main reasons for us to work with APN is because they are using ip-star compatible 
equipment. IPstar  is the satellite most likely to be used in any future ‘school of the air’ type programs 
through NTOEC (http://www.ntoec.nt.edu.au/site/frontpage.cfm) and DEET (http://www.deet.nt.gov.au/)  
have interests in supporting this type of technology through the IP-star satellite. 

    The federal government and the Labor party are using broadband connectivity as an election issue 
and this has disrupted the usual operation of the federal broadband subsidy scheme. Usually, it is the 
service provider who is accredited in order to be able to offer their clients federal government 
subsidised installations, and much of their business relies on this. 

(http://www.dcita.gov.au/communications_for_business/funding_programs__and__support/broadb
and_guarantee)(http://www.dcita.gov.au/communications_for_consumers/funding_programs__and__s
upport/broadband_connect) 

*The service will be paid by CDU until July 2008 as part of this research project, however we are expecting NT Christian Schools to add the 
direct wireless link to the school and part pay the service with the rest of the community in the future. Current cost is $50 dollars per month for 
1Gb 512/256kbs service, however We are thinking about upgrading this to a capped plan which currently costs $55 dollars per month for 
similar speeds but gets throttled if download limit is exceeded. We will wait to see the first few months usage before making this decision.
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  In the lead up to the federal election, all accreditation rights (broadband connect) were stripped 
from service providers, and until now (end sept) there seemed to be only two providers who have 
regained status and APN wasn’t one of them. This has been particularly damaging to APN who have 
gone from being one of the most well regarded providers to having to lay off many of their staff and 
being unable to provide federally subsidised services. (As from october 3 2007, APN will be permitted 
to provide a subsidised service again)

   This meant that we had to pay for all the equipment up front (after already having approval 
through the old scheme) and do the full install ourselves at Gäwa, a good learning experience, but 
one of those things that shows how incredibly difficult and complicated it can be for people who are 
trying to understand how to get an internet service in Arnhem Land, Furthermore, the salespeople for 
most companies tend to leave out the piece of information which might be problematic until you’ve 
signed up. 

 This was also the case for our dealings with Orion, where we didn’t find out until later that the 
satellite they are currently using (nss6) , for locations in far East Arnhem, the satellite is found almost 
on the horizon and therefore any treed area becomes impossible to get line of sight connection. 

   Other advantages  in using service providers which have access to the ip star satellite is that the 
line of sight required is much higher, at around 60 degrees from the horizontal at Gäwa, and the ipstar 
satellite is designed specifically for internet use.

    Below is copied part of the discussion from whirlpool forums which responds to client 
complaints with APN through their ‘activate me’ australian broadband connect service. which gives an 
indication of the difficulties they were experienceing.

  Australian Private Networks (APN) is in discussions with DCITA to complete our registration as a broad-
band satellite service provider under the new ABG Program. We expect this to happen shortly.

We understand that these delays have caused disappointment and frustration. We are making many 
changes to our operations to reduce any delays to the absolute minimum and to improve the overall 
quality of our service to all our valued customers.

We would like to thank our customers for your support and patience during this period.’

gäwa -cont

‘Activ8me has recently written to all uninstalled customers 
advising of the position with connection of new services under 
the ABG program.

Most of you know that on the 14th August, the Department of 
Communication, Information Technology and the Arts (DCITA) 
introduced the new Australian Broadband Guarantee (ABG) 
Program.
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   It can seen from the photos that we are using a 1.8m 
dish. We believe that such a dish may be unnecessary and 
will be a problem in high winds, however APN sent it to us 
as they had had problems on Cape York using smaller 
dishes and were not confident with a smaller dish for Gäwa.  

   Although we managed a strong signal to the ipstar 
satellite (thaicom 1a), the parametres of the signal were not 
as high as we had hoped and it will be interesting to see 
how this system performs in the wet season when signal 
strength becomes more important. (this is due to Gäwa 
being on the edge of the reception area for ipstar)

    In order to comply to cyclone coding requirements, the 
footings are over 1metre deep by 600mm wide and poles 
are filled with concrete, which means the poles will be left 
standing well after the dish has disintegrated and blown 
away, should another cyclone pass by Gawa. We have 
considered putting extra bracing to the dish from the pole 
and are looking into how to do this with the technicians 
from NT christian schools.

   We have used three 80W bp solar panels which feed via  
underground cabling to a plasmatronics 20 regulator and 
two 6V batteries which are housed at the bottom of the 
satellite pole.  

    The IPstar modem, radio and d-link router are then 
powered up through the regulator, using about 4.0A in total 
in warm conditions and slightly lower at night. (this is the 
highest amperage requirement of our three systems.)

    We have not incuded a 240V inverter and therefore no 
way to plug in 240V electrical appliances, although we have 
included an extra 12V outlet for the possible addition of a 
powered directional antenna for the school and principal’s 
house. While this can be used to charge a laptop if 
necessary, it is presumed that computers will be charged/ 
powered off the existing electricity system in the 
community, which is a combination of diesel generator and 
solar power.

  Currently this system is working exceptionally well,  
although during cloudy periods it needs to be turned off 
when not being used in order to conserve power.

gäwa- cont
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  Over the last year,  Shepherdson College have been trialing a new Homeland Learning Centre at 
Gän’purra.

  Since the time we applied for this funding together with Shepherdson, there have been changes in 
management. When we arrived at Ganpurra to talk about the trials and install the solar components to the 
satellite internet connection, we found that the existing telstra satellite service had been disconnected and 
there were no computers to be seen.

   This  internet service had initially been paid through Marthakal homeland resource centre and more 
specifically, a community health project which Trevor Gurruwiwi, a local resident, had been working on. His 
computer was also part of this project. Changes in the project management structure now meant that this 
computer had gone back to Marthakal and, as an overusage bill had not been paid, the internet service 
had been cancelled, and not taken over by the college.

   The school (Homeland Learning Centre) has not yet been set up completely, and it consists only of a 
single room in one of the houses and a part-time wage for the local teacher’s assistant. Most classes of the 
younger students have their school desks on the veranda of Trevor and his wife Megan’s house while the 
more senior students use the ‘classroom’. A visiting teacher from Shepherdson comes for two or three days 
per week and camps down by the creek.

   No computers have been supplied for the 13 students by the school administrators at this stage.

From the original contract documents

    ‘Shepherdson College will provide laptops, the broad band connection (via 
satellite) and to support the provision of integrated ICT education and online 
learning. 
 
Marthakal Homelands Association will maintain their logistical support, and their 
work of representing the interests of homeland centres to government and 
industry at all levels.  
 
CDU will contribute project coordination, on-the-ground management and 
community support.  The CDU team will also manage the relationships between 
Dell, Marthakal and the communities and extensive research, community 
engagement and project management skills.  
 
The NT Department of Employment Education and Training will provide technical 
design and system configuration for the Laptops and local wireless networks.    
 
NT Christian Schools Association have agreed to meet the costs for the provision 
of broad band at the Gawa site.  
 
All parties will meet their own travel and incidental expenses.’

gän’purra
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   I contacted telstra to get more information about the (non) existing service and was informed that the 
outstanding amount was $800 dollars and was due to an excess of 500Mb being used over a month plus the 
on-going contract fee . The original contract had been for a 256/128kbs service with a 500Mb limit per 
month for around $100 per month (and any usage over this was charged at 13c per Mb). It is hard to find a 
slower, more expensive service than this, and any other service provider in the current market would tend to 
overlook excess usage of 500Mb the first time it happens, and move the client to a more suitable plan.

  We tried to negotiate a payment plan with telstra in order to get the service reconnected. Trevor  had a 
few hundred dollars which he could pay immediately and we were hoping to pay the rest in installments. 
Shepherdson College could pay part of the on-going costs. However the Telstra consultants weren’t 
interested in this proposal, even though they have an entire department dedicated to providing these types 
of arrangements.

 There is some confusion about who owns the equipment at Gänpurra, with Telstra suggesting they would 
come and take the modem and dish away,  although with the original contract length over, it could be 
argued that they don’t own it anymore.

  Since the original DELL project was negotiated, there is a new principal and Homeland Centre education 
coordinator at Shepherdson College. They have decided at this stage to de-emphasise homeland schooling, 
and not supply computers as per the original contract, however, they have agreed to part pay the ongoing 
service costs of a new internet contract at Gän’purra for a trial period. (We are looking at temporarily lending 
a computer to Trevor and Megan.)

  After considering our options at CDU, we decided to use the existing dish, re-direct it to the NSS6 satellite 
and get Orion to supply us with a new contract and 12Vmodem for 12 months. 

  We negotiated with Shepherdson to part pay this new contract, which they ageed to under the condition 
that the wall connection would be into the school room and that a telephone service would also be 
connected.  We had a new modem express delivered in three days thanks to the team at Orion and John 
Greatorex at CDU. 

  While waiting for this equipment, we assisted Marthakal employees to install a 24V solar electricity 
system for the rest of the house, and so there is now quite a good system for the household usage and a 
separate but integrated solar arrangement for the internet. (Bushlight, a subsidary of the  Centre of 
Apprpriate Technology  are currently in negotiations with Marthakal about improving these systems)

   We decided on a 2G limit and a much faster service, with two phone lines although only one is 
connected at this stage. For any excess usage, we will be informed initially, and if there continues to be 
excess usage we will  be given the option to either reduce usage or re-negotiate the contract. 

   In order to go over this limit it would normally mean that videos or games are being downloaded or 
video conferencing is being used. We have talked about this with people in the community as it had been 
the case that games were being downloaded previously.

        We hoping that Trevor will be able to use this system to spend some time learning how to reconfigure 
the modem  and learn how to point the dish using software incoorporated into the modem in order to be 
part of a local technical support team in the future.

gän’purra  cont
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 Mäpuru is Wobukarra country. It has a permanent freshwater creek, good soil, and an airstrip. People 
began building permanent houses at Mäpuru in the 1960s. Although the 120 residents come from a 
number of nations including the Guyamirrilili, Ritharrngu, Liya-dhalinymirr and Ganalbingu, all are closely 
connected through kinship to Mäpuru.

    Internet has been used for the last couple of years in the school building, where an Acer desktop 
computer with Telstra satellite internet connection was installed under the government HIBIS scheme. 
More recently private computers have had access with the addition of a wireless router supplied by the 
INC group at CDU. Many difficulties have been experienced with unsuitable and inconsistent electrical 
power as well as poor internet speeds.

    The system we have now installed at Mapuru is an overhaul to the existing telstra system. We have 
added a new modem and power supply, new dish and radio, wireless network and solar equipment, but 
kept the existing service and mountings.

   We will be using this system to monitor the Uni-solar panels over the wet season, and we will see how 
they compare with the BP panels installed at other locations.

    We have used cast alloy floodlight casings (instead of steel cabinets) to contain the modem, router 
and regulator to help reduce dust build-up and moisture problems. The isolating switch is external, and 
the housings have transparent fronts so it shouldn’t be necessary to open them too often.

   While using floodlight casings may not be as aesthetically pleasing as a ‘nice new white steel cabinet’ 
our experience with the alloy housings on the mobile ‘saspwis’ has proven them to be highly efficient for 
cooling and dust build-up reduction. The effects of dust build-up followed by an increase in humidity and 
temperature is one of the biggest problems for electronic equipment in the areas we are working. 

mäpuru

details collected by the regula-
tors on each system allow 
comparisons over the different 
solar arrangements through the 
different seasons
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    Djurranapli and Banthula  lie roughly half-way up Elcho Island; about 50km from Galiwin’ku. Many 
ancestral stories run through here from different groups of people. Although the two outstations are 
only about 1km from each other, they have quite different ancestral creation histories and both have 
homeland school buildings. They currently have around 30 students between them. 

  NTDEET currently have no IT policies or guidelines for Homeland Learning Centres, HLC policy is left up 
to the central school administrators. Djurranalpi and Banthula homeland centres have both had their 
school internet disconnected and computers removed in the last 6 months.

    Members of each of these communities are disappointed and trying to save money for computers(*) 
while attempting to get their internet services reconnected by transferring them out of Shepherdson 
College into their own names. While there are no guidelines from NTDEET for this issue, in the past 
individuals within Shepherdson have sought special funding arrangements for internet services and 
have provided low level IT support. 

    Currently work is being done at  NTDEET to remedy some of these issues, and there are interesting 
developments around internet accessibility and on-line educational services. The trial we have set up at 
Gäwa is using equipment which will be compatible with the current NTDEET draft concepts for ‘open 
education programs.’

   *We are now having to consider the consequences of new federal policy on computer usage as there are different levels of ownership and manage-
ment of computers in outstations. Some computers are owned by individuals, some are bought through research grants and some belong to 
government schools. 

djurranalpi & ban’thula

Nalkari, one of  the students at 
Djurranalpi Homeland Learning 
Centre, watches video stories 
made by lacal elders using 
Quicktime
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    In order to look into the cost and performance of infrastructure required for small outstations to have 
constant two-way broadband internet access, we designed three systems based on local scenarios in 
eastern Arnhem Land, and are looking into two more.

    The most comprehensive system we have installed is at Gäwa where a solar system powers a 12V 
satellite modem to a large dish and radio. The internet signal is then processed through a router which 
allows users to operate wirelessly at two of the houses, the old school and clinic. 

A separate directional antenna is to be powered off the system (not yet set up) to provide the new 
school and other houses with access to the internet. Telephone services can also be provided through the 
satellite.

    The total cost of setting up this system is less than 9,000 dollars and the on-going costs for the 
service are less than $100 per month. The initial set up costs can be reduced by making use of subsidies 
which are available from the federal government for both solar power and internet connectivity.  Around 
$5000 in subsidies are theoretically available for each saspwis, which would bring the component cost to 
around $4,000 However, there is a substantial amount of ‘paperwork’ and process required to secure these 
subsidies, particularly for solar subsidy.

   Telephone services via satellite are also increasingly available.  We are currently testing a system being 
marketed by Orion.

    Setting up outstations with infrastructure for reliable broadband internet access needn’t be 
complicated. All the equipment we are using is widely available, with the possible exception of suitable 
housings for the equipment.

  

  

!ndings

Rosemary looks over the website 
www.arnhemweavers.com 
which features her weaving
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  By utilising available technologies, our project shows that there are only a few barriers to why most 
outstations residents don’t yet have the same access to internet services as people in Darwin.

 These barriers include;

- the lack of a good, integrated design model for satellite internet infrastructure to outstations 
(outstations who have no choice other than satellite).

 - issues around funding the infrastructure; The current scenario is unusual in Australia, where education 
centres are being called on to set up internet infrastructure in community schools but are unable to allow 
local residents to access this service outside of the school for a number of legitimate reasons (ie download 
limits on satellite connections and difficulties with satisfying the requirements of government paid 
services in terms of controlling access to certain information on the internet). 

-on-going maintenance of both internet and IT equipment in remote locations can be difficult, 
however, as part of our on-going research, we are currently trialling ‘remote access’ software solutions.

-issues around who has the resposibility of applying for  government funding which is available, and 
how to go about. In the situations and models we propose,  projects will be required to access funds from 
diferent government departments and from different funding areas. 

  

!ndings - cont
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While we have established a good base to an efficient design model for outstations which require satellite 
services to feed their local internet network, there needs to be more work done on considering the variations in 
the requirements of different outstations throughout the top end. this is outside the scope of our current 
research. Further thought also needs to be given to regions which may have options other than satellite internet.

  At this stage we believe that it is crucial that services which can be provided at a minimal cost (as per the 
designs we are trialing) should be made available as soon as possible to all outstations where people are 
currently residing, especially where Homeland Learning Centres are already in existence.

  There may be a role for NGO’s such as CAT (Centre for Appropriate Technology) to provide the intermediation 
required for these service to be set up initially,rather than the education department). CAT may also be able to 
provide models for the on-going structure and maintenance of solar powered satellite internet stations and 
networks in remote Top End communities.

  This role will include setting up communication between interest groups with the hope of providing a plan 
for the shared responsibility of maintaining these types of services.

  These interest groups include; local residents, NTDEET, local resource centres and their contractors, CDU, art 
centres, land councils and other essential service groups. 

  We are hoping that our research will provide models for simple connectivity solutions that can be set up in 
the very near future in the many permanent outstations of the top end, and that people using digital 
technologies in remote Top End communities will soon have the same level of internet access as people living in 
other parts of Australia.  

  

future
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